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IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the claims as follows;

1. (currently amended) A detection device for differentiating between a material containing less

than a select^amount of lignin and a material containing more than the selected amount of

lignin, the matenkls being of the same color or of a different color, comprising

a li^t
S

^urce comprising an ultraviolet component positioned to emit light to

strike the material,

a detector for dieting ultraviolet light and generating an electrical signal

proportional to an intensity of detected ultraviolet light, the detector being

positioned to detect ul\avirf1eOigJit diffusely reflected offofthe material,

an optical filter disposed bett^efli^^i^terial and the detector to eliminate

components of diffusely reflected light outside of the ultraviolet range,

and

an instrument for measuring a level cJf the electrical signal,

wherein the level of the electrical signal can be compared to a reference level to

determine whether the material contains less than or more\than the selected amount of lignin.

2. (original) The device as defined in claim 1 in which the material is a paper product

3. (original) The device as defined in claim 2 in which the instrument for measuring the level of

the electrical signal comprises a computer.

4. (original) The device as defined in claim 3 in which the computer is\programmed to compare

the level of the electrical signal to a predetermined reference level and t\output a logic high
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sigpl or a logic low signal to indicate that the paper product contains more or less than the

selecteoVamount of lignin.

5. (original) \he device as defined in claim 4 in which at least one of the Jogic high signal or the

logic low signaWtivates a separating mechanism.

6. (original) The dt^ice as defined in claim 1 in which the light source also emits light

components outside of\the ultraviolet range*

7. (original) The device akdefined in claim 2 in which the selected amount of lignin is

determined by a threshold relative reflectance defined by the equation

[ % R]ts= [%R]hiEh groundwooW {[ % R]!ow white - [ % Rhjgh groundwood)/2

where [ % R]ts is the threshold relative re£h5Ctane^.[ % R]high groundwood is an upper limit of

groundwood relative reflectance rang^, anp [ % R]iow yhite is a lower limit ofwhite relative

reflectance range.

8. (currently amended) A method of differe^tiatin^between a material containing less than a

selected amount of lignin and a material coBiamkjgrnore than the selected amount of lignin, the

materials being ofthe same color or of a different colon comprising the steps of:

a) emitting light comprising an ultraviolet component to strike the material,

b) detecting an ultraviolet component of the light diffusely reflected off ofthe material,

c) generating an electrical signal proportional to an^ntensity ofdetected ultraviolet light,

d) measuring a level of the electrical signal, and

e) comparing the level of the electrical signal to a reference level to determine whether the

material contains less than or more than the selected amount ofltgnin.
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9. (ori^nal) The method as defined in claim 8 in which the material is a paper product,

A
10. (original) The method as defined jn claim 9 in which the level of the electrical signal is

measured by^ computer.

1 1 . (original) Th^method as defined in claim 10 in which the computer compares the level of the

electrical signal to a f>redctermined reference level and outputs a logic high signal or a logic low

signal to indicate that the paper product contains more or less than the selected amount of lignin.

12. (original) The method as defined in claim 1 1 in which at least one of the logic high signal or

the logic low signal activates^ separating mechanism.

^\

13. (original) The method as defined in c^SnTs^herein the emitted light includes components

outside of the ultraviolet range.

14. (original) The method as defined inxlairh 9 in which the selected amount of lignin is

\ \
determined by a threshold relative reflectance defined by the equation

[ % R]ts= [%R]high groundwood + ([ % R}tovv white - [ % R]weh groundwood)/2

where [ % R]ts is the threshold relative reflectance, [ % R]wgh groundwood is an upper limit of

groundwood relative reflectance range, and [ % R)]ow white is a lower limit ofwhite relative

reflectance range.

15. (currently amended) An apparatus for separating a material containing less than a selected

amount of lignin from a material containing more than the^selected amount of lignin. the

materials being ofthe same color or of a different color, comprising

a conveyor for conveying the material to a collection bin,

a detection device disposed adjacent to the conveyor, comprising a light source

positioned to emit light comprising an ultraviolet component to strike the material,
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a detector for detecting ultraviolet light and generating an electrical signal

proportional to an intensity of detected ultraviolet light, the detector being

posrHpfled lo detect ultraviolet light diffusely reflected offof the material, an

optical filter disposed between the material and the detector to eliminate

components ofdiffusely reflected light outside ofthe ultraviolet range, and an

instrument for measuring a level ofthe electrical signal,

a comparing device for comparing the level of the electrical signal to a reference

level to determine^whether the material contains less than or more than the

selected amount of lignrn, and

an ejection device disposed downstream of the detection device, for receiving an

\
ejection signal from the comparing device when the material contains more than

or less than the selected ambunt of lignfn and ejecting the material in response.

16. (original) The apparatus as defined in cl^i^l^^^^ch the material is a paper product

17. (original) The apparatus as defined in claim IK> hej which the comparing device comprises a

computer. >

18. (original) The apparatus as defined in claim 1 6 in which the light source also emits light

components outside of the ultraviolet range.

19. (original) The apparatus as defined in claim 16 in which the ejection device comprises an air

nozzle receiving air from a compressor.

20. (original) The apparatus as defined in claim 19 in which the air nozzle is controlled by a

solenoid valve activated by the ejection signal.

21 . (previously mended) The apparatus as defined in claim 1 7 in wliich an air nozzle is disposed

adjacent to a terminal end of the conveyor and diverts the material into a rejection bin.
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22. (original) The apparatus as defined in claim 1 6 in which the selected amount of lignin is

determined by a threshpklxelative reflectance defined by the equation

[ % R]ts = [%R]hjg^ouiWwood + ([ % R]|0W white - [ % RJhign groundwood)/2

where [ % RJts is th£$hrgsb<fld relative reflectance, [ % R]high groundwood is an upper limit of

groundwood relative reflectance range, and [ % R]tow while is a lower limit of white relative

reflectance range.
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